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“ The finality of an human group is not to built a city. It is to live, to maintain his structure. The city is so only one “means” to realize this finality; it cannot be this finality”y itself.”

Henri Laborit

Abstract
A Museum dedicated to the American Indian, through its cultural magnitude and scope of work, has been the perfect opportunity to
explore a methodological approach derived from research, beginning in biology, progressing to sociology, and then to political
economy. The most important aspect of an ethnological and sociological entity is the growing organization of its structure and
progression. Its dynamics are fostered by the perpetual adaptation to its environment. This master thesis investigate a design
expression generate by the interaction of ethnological, sociological and personal researches.
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Foreword
All drawings for this project were drawn in 1992 in graphite pencil on Canson velum. The originals were destroyed in a flood in 2008.

All these drawings were scanned from films of original plates of the initial book, which has disappeared.

The wood model in birch to the scale of 1/8” was exhibited at The National Building Museum in Washington, D.C.

The model has since been destroyed in the storage facilities of the museum.

By my museum experience as a European architect, by living in the Washington DC metropolis and the actual media controversy about
the design expression of the new American Indian Museum on the Mall, made the theme for my master’s degree evident. Furthermore,
the particular ethnologic character of the native Indian culture, surges as an exciting cradle of ideas.
At the same time, I see an opportunity to explore the way we, as architects, structure our design approach. Is a methodological
structure part of our creative process? Is the rigid Beaux-Arts concept of “the party”, still an actual valuable approach? Or can a
romantic, modernist, inspirational or iconography path prevail on a rational and logical process?
In the course of the development of this project, I would like to take at least the opportunity to bring up some notions, which interact
within our creative process, and test their veracity.
The antinomy between the Indian culture as liberty and freedom, associated with an idolisms nature and its representation in an
urban site, acts as a conflicting, or for the less, as a challenging idea.
How can we express architecturally this dichotomy? How can we pass to the future generation its legacy? How can the evolution of
the archeological aspect be expressed? Is an American Indian Museum an ethnological museum, a cultural center, a lobbying
organization, an interpretative center or all the above?
I believe it is important to provide an interactive experience for the visitor dovetailing the site, the architecture and the Indian
culture fundaments together.

Preface

“Negentropy, order and dynamics structuration, cybernetic and information, here are, in our opinion the scientific frames of the
behavior for the man of tomorrow.”
Henri Laborit, Biology and Structure.

This project through its cultural magnitude and scope of work was the perfect opportunity to release (draw) a methodological
approach derived from research beginning in biology to sociology and then to political economy.
Considering the Human Good as a research of structures, by conjoining together all t his science of action to architecture constitutes
thereby a dynamic framework for the evolution of its practice.
The most important aspect of an ethnological and sociological entity is the growing organization of its structure and progression. Its
dynamics are fostered by the perpetual adaptation to its environment.
The Indian culture is not only a legacy for out time, but an ethnological challenge. How can we give it tools for insertion and
integration into our society while preserving its entity without diluting its essence?
Is this Museum a self-satisfactory action by our society and our institutions liberating us from our guilt? Or will it be a real means to
preserve a legacy and develop the richness of this culture? Can we avoid missing the opportunity to give to all these diverse ethnic
groups the right to affirm their cultures and know better? Is this a means to appreciate their values while opening a path to a
sociological understanding?
The Human Goal is a research of the structure of his own spatial-temporal set.

Reflections

Physical relations between cultural organization and spatial dynamic representation
Notwithstanding the functional and organizational structure of the building, my goal is to represent the memory and evolution of
American Indians. My goal is also to find more than a pattern, rather to discover an interaction between the aesthetic structure and
its philosophical aspect.
In this project two fundamental concepts opened a path: hierarchy and freedom. Initially they arrive opposing, conflicting; however,
this could be a commencement giving birth to an order, a structural order.

There is a link between cultural hierarchy and structural order: In other words, from the detail to the element, between the element
to the global structure, between the internal structure and the peripheral structure, between the global structure and its insertion
in the urban tissue. All the different levels of organization give to a structure its dynamics. Every single level of organization responds
to the next and so on. This dynamic, this internal action drives to the finality of the structure. Destroying parts of the system and
these structures becomes a ruin, with all its poetry.

Notion of equilibrium
This relationship is true not only in architecture, but also in biology and; furthermore, in microbiology, which is the birth of our origin.
Eluding these references is simply an elaborate hypothetical theory unlinked to reality.
Linguists often refer to grammatical structures, roots and origins. For centuries, languages have evolved through practice. Language
is a sanctuary of its evolution. It does not make barriers for any individual creativity of writers, but provides a parapet for a universal
communication and understanding. Dyslexia is regarded as an anomaly for a linguist.
Are we dyslexic in architecture by a freedom of speech or by ignorance? Do you ever experience, when visiting a building, a general
feeling of visual discomfort? However, you cannot pinpoint a major error, even it appears some interest in the materials and details,
but even trying to recall all your cultural potential, something does not compute. The words are right, and the grammar is absent.
If any methodology will be able to compensate for any pitfalls, it will give us the opportunity to raise some red flags in the design
process. In other words, it will give us more lucidity in our act of creativity.

Reflections

Notion of visual structure & structural scale
Every evolution related to the ethnologic dynamic is characterized by the progression of its structures rather than its elements. For
example, a small insect visible only under a lens is more structurally complex than a rock crystal that can be multiplied to infinity.
However, a several-ton elephant is less structured than a 200-pound man by the fact that man talks and adapts to different
environmental situations.
This is directly related to a particular notion of scale. As an architects and designers, our direct approach to this notion is a spatial
rapport between at least two structural elements, or parts of it. It seems that we are more sensitive to the direct representation of
the image, of its materiality, of its global representation, particularly in first phase. We allow our vision to scan this element, and
our perception can determine an evident connection among them linked by a complex structure: Its structural scale. By structural
scale, we mean multiple elements attuned by a dynamic structure making a family, a coherent group.
This should manifest itself, if the result of our thoughts, in its visual representation: architecture. This concept of structure must be
through the progression of the ideas of the project.
It is interesting to note that more and more in the current language and its evolution, architecture replaces structure, especially
when we talk about information systems!
This structural scale is not only formal but also summarizes all parameters as ethnologic, sociologic, politic etc…related to the design.
This causal link will enhance, if the designer has the ability, with appropriate tools (human and scientific), to alter his own design.
This structural scale is first of all the correlation of our thoughts, with cultural, sociological, etc., whatever input bringing to fruition
our design. The value of the poetic idea appears in the structural representation. It will make its weakness or its strengths.
How can we control all this input? Considering esthetics as a science of structures, we need to consider the study of order and, as
well, disorder. “The life makes order from disorder of the inanimate world” H. Laborit
In biology, the molecular complexity and its progression are driven by memory (DNA chain, etc.) It is at least as interesting in the
architectural field to question ourselves on the role of our visual memory that sweeps from one element to another, giving consciously
and unconsciously a visual structure to the element. We must remember that our memory is more powerful than our vision; the power
of image. Regardless, it is the admission that we deal with a volatile memory.
The fact has unfortunately served the worst purposes. Nazi propaganda used it widely in occupied zones. Every movie was split by a
number of images per second using Nazi symbols, short enough that the eye could not catch it but long enough that the subconscious
memory recorded it. Today, this process is referred to as subliminal advertising.

Reflections

Relationship between structural scale & structural element: the role of the detail
It is interesting to analyze in architecture the constant relationships between structural scale and structural element, more
concretely, the dialogue between material and detail, and detail to structural element.
The detail is not just a finality that we begin to draw at the end of a project. If in the course of research, we begin the process of
designing details, then the dialogue with structural element should be initiated.
In general, details acts as a microstructure. Details are no longer a result or final touch, rather an outcome from an exchange of
diverse information between structural element and details that give meaning to the act of design. As practitioner, these
microstructures are no longer resulting from a powerful, strong concept of the peripheral element. The relation between one and
the other acts as a perpetual communication; a boomerang effect altering the major by the minor and vice versa.
After all, why is the detail an ineducable result of the major structure element, of a Parti? This concept gives to us a different
approach toward Parti: academic concept from the Beaux-Arts School materializing The Major Idea, the backbone of the project. I
have personally considered this approach to be extremely dangerous, and rather presumptuous. It is to say that by using this
commonly accepted approach in our profession we are playing “heads and tails” every time we use it. The French word “Parti” as
used in architects’ jargon came from “Parti pris” which means literally a biased point of view...
Borrowing from a cybernetic science, art is an idea pursued by several artists (i.e. Pevsner, etc…) and is an effective tool when
studying urban phenomena. However, what makes an interesting path for the practice of architecture is not cybernetic itself;
cybernetic is a direct venue of biology, which is ultimately responsible for our universal development.
Detail is not only a 50% technical, 50% aesthetical solution resolving a connection for technological, functional or ergonomical
purposes. It is the achievement of the input-output concept of design, an echo to the main structure, a semantic expression. It will
give birth to the mysterious and the sacred, or not!
It is in essence more dynamic to research a global structure on a revolving form, where each minor or major concept from any field
can reciprocally be influenced, modified, altered toward an innovative production. It is no longer relative to regard a relationship
between Parti and detail in terms of a power struggle. It is no longer a single rapport between Art & Technical: genesis of modern
forms presented in the 70’s and the modern artistic function of our society today.
I do not consider architecture simply only as a historic study of art transformation nor as the product of an industrial technology. If
that were the case then, architects would be serfs of the industrial world.

Reflections

At the crossroads of institutional and cultural relations, at the conjunction of urban and symbolic entities, the last symbolic site on
the Washington Mall is a challenging approach for architects. Its position on the De l’Enfant layout confers a unique degree of
complexity. Positioned at the junction of the regular orthogonal grid and penetrated by a diagonal axis, it is anchored at a strategic
point, interacting with the Capitol and the symbol of our culture: the museums.

Site plan
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In this first approach, by simplicity and undefined program, the concept of a museum as one entity, one space, tests two major
notions: sacredness and liberty.
Sacredness as common element
From their different celebrations of the rite to unity of religious feeling, the notion of sacredness is omnipresent and shared by
each tribe. Reintroducing this notion at this starting point was essential. It is admitted that proper quality of light, particular
proportions of space and consequential acoustics are elements which characterize this notion.
Rather than immediately developing these, I was more eager to research how to introduce and precondition peoples in this space,
how to transit visitors to this space. Enter in a room by a corner or lateral door, axial door, ascending or descending to the
entrance, more than a physical experience, pre-establishes a mental path to the space. I am not talking about axis perspective but
physical “trajectory”, which mentally conditions the visitor by establishing a mental structure.
For example, in the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, we should make the difference between the fact that the entrance starts
below the library grade giving the perfect axis on only the ceiling of the room from this unique magnificent staircase, and
physically, the action to climb and to go mentally toward the Universal knowledge.
At this stage, my intent was to emphasize the action to penetrate this volume. I rather here descend a ramp or staircase going
through an aperture and come out into this huge space. The mental and visual action pre-determine the visitor.

First schemes

Liberty as freedom
The antinomy between the Indian culture as liberty-nature and its representation in an urban site acts as a conflicting idea.
The multiplicity of Peoples, the ethnical diversity, make it rather difficult to untangle or analyze all types of habitat and make
theoretical deductions. I was rather seeking the meaning and; furthermore, what symbolizes liberty, freedom, fluidity for native
Indian American in the Grandmother Earth.
Notions of liberty and protection are one entity for every tribe who fights for survival in the variegated nature stretched from the
Arctic Circle to subtropical Mexico. Forest and mountain of rock appear to be the two essential elements of protection. Moreover,
their respect and consideration for nature, their rare harmony with their environment, reinforce the idea to consider these two
elements as a symbolic and poetic vision.
The fact to have a volume with several stories below grade is linking to the notions of protection and sacredness and emphasizes the
earth and sky elements.
By pushing this space down partially below grade as an underground chamber, it appears a powerful direct link with the notion of
protection and sacredness. The kiva as subterranean rooms indicating ritual or cultural use is a perfect example. Here, is a natural
link between cultural, spiritual and the physical experience of the visitor in a space.
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First Scheme
Plan & Section
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Second Scheme
Plan & Section
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Mass Plan
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Exhibit “Great Hall”
Section
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Roof Canopy Structure
Model
Exhibit Hall
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Exhibit Hall
Transversal Section
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Columns and Canopy
Study Drawings
The empty columns’s center
allows to receive and distribute
electrical and data cables and
evacuate water collected by
each funnel.
Precast
elements
are
assembled
by
metallic
connectors.
The light penetrates through
the alveolar beam connecting
each fennel and allowing track
for
handling
museography
elements.
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Fennel Umbrella Structure
Isometric study
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Fennel Umbrella Structure
Plan Skylights Study
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Columns Structure Study

1 Diagram concept
The kiva hall on the North &
South part bookcases by a
precast concrete wall. The
East & West by by an
opalescent milk glass wall
enclosing the deambulatory
ramps
2 First Pattern
1/16”
Geometrical pattern with the
glade in the epicenter.
1
3 First Level Pattern
1/16”
Geometrical pattern with the
glade in the epicenter.
4 Under Level garden 1/16”
Pattern of the floor: each
square slab is supported by a
precast column. Three levels
give the depth and emphasize
the kiva of the center hall and
the glade.

Exhibit Hall Study
Drawings
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Exhibit Cells
Free Hand sketch Plan
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Study of Columns Layout
Under level: Garden
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Study of Columns
First Level Pattern Plan

Exhibit Hall
Computerized
Isometry
& Perspective
1 Computerized Isometry
Eye-bird isometry showing the
interior skeleton composed by:
fennel, exhibit cells, slab
support by one column in one
point.
1
2 Computerized Perspective
Structural progression from the
square based fennel, square
slab platform, circular or
square exhibit cells. The
duplication of one vertical
element extend and transform
the initial in a new element
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Structural Isometry
Computer drawing
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Structural Perspective
Computer drawing

Square Exhibit Cells
Plan & Section
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Plan and connections 1/4”
Beam structure
1/4”
ceiling plan
1/4”

Square Exhibit Cells 1/4”
Plan & Section

Exhibit Hall “Light
Wall” Interior Model
Photographs
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Parallel to the Decumano axis
from the Capitol (East-West),
the “wall light” with the access
ramps receives the sunrise and
sunset, colored and intense
light.
The
shadows
of
pedestrians and “diaphragm
wall” is projected on the
opalescent milk glass and
diffused a colored light on the
cells and columns structure.
The notion of verticality of the
Kiva and below grade is
emphasized by the light
coming from above in the de
ambulatory ramps.
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Model “Light wall” 1/4”
Interior projected shadows
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Model “Light wall” 1/4”
Exterior projected shadows

2

Model “Light wall” 1/4”
Center diaphragm’s wall

Exhibit Hall
Interior Model
Photographs
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Roof canopy construction is
based on typical precast
concrete
elements.
Each
fennel element is composed of
four identical unit, each
column is composed in four
pre-tensioned sectional unit.
Lower platform and exhibit
cells are supported by cross
metallic beams.
The total assembly of columns
and fennel canopies evoke a
forest with a glade where the
circular canopy skylight sift the
light through.
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Model Column assembly:
“Fennel Canopy”+ Column +
Platform structure 1/4”
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Model Column assembly:

3

Exhibit cells-columns
assembly

4

Top view typical
canopy assembly
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Exhibit Hall 3D
Computerized
Perspectives

1 3D computerized perspective

2 3D computerized perspective

3 3D computerized perspective

4 3D computerized perspective
3

4

3

The
circular
mediatech
allowing complete automatic
feeding and storage envelops
in his center a double
ellipsoidal DNA type ramp.

Main Entrance
Plans & Section
A cross entries receive from
each corner of the plaza the
visitors emphasizing the notion
of fluidity and liberty.

On the North side is positioned
a video room and small
assembly amphitheater.
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Main entrance first level:
Main staircase 1/16”

2

Main entrance,Auditorium
Mediatech 1/16”

3
Partial section Mediatech
Helicoidal double ramps 1/16”
1
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Main Entrance
Roof Structural Model
The center of the entrance
hall-atrium is structured on the
base
of
four
identical
elements, rotated at 90
degrees. Each cantilevered
element sustained its own
weight and gravity center on
the bearing concrete walls.
The whole structure is derived
from this simple elements as a
mineral crystallization.
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Main entrance roof
Wood model 1/16”
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Structural model
Wood model
1/4”
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Main Entrance
Sections
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Main entrance
Longitudinal section 1/16”
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Main entrance
Transversal section 1/16”

Main Entrance
Detailed Section
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B
C

Revolving doors Entrance
Information Desk
Reading Rooms

1

Main Entrance Section 1/4”

1

Main Entrance
Model Photographs
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Main entrance roof
Wood model 1/16”

2

North main entrance
Wood model 1/16”

3

South main entrance
Wood model 1/16”

1

Model:
Photographs
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1

North view (Mall)
Wood model 1/8”

2

South view
Wood model 1/8”

3 New Hampshire Avenue view
Wood model 1/8”

Main Assembly,
Cafeteria, Museum
Shop: Plans & Section
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Assembly Hall Section

2

Assembly Hall Garden Level
Gift shop, Cafeteria
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Assembly Hall First Level
Administrative offices

1

Main Assembly:
East Elevation &
Transverse Section
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East elevation (Capitol)

2

Transverse section

1
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Main Assembly:
Roof Beams
Model Photographs
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1

East Capitol View
Wood model 1/16”

2

Roof beams
Wood model 1/16”

3

Roof beams bearing
point detail

4

South Capitol View
Wood model 1/16”

Museum Mass Plan:
Under Grade Levels
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1 Exhibit “Great Hall”
Platforms below grade level
Museum shop, Auditorium
Plan
Scale: 1/16”
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Museum Mass Plan:
Above Grade Levels
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1 Exhibit cells “Great Hall”
Levels above grade
Main Entrance, Garden
Plan
Scale: 1/16”
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Museum Mass Plan:
Roof Level
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1 Exhibit Hall Roof
Entrance Hall Roof
Auditorium Roof
Plan
Scale: 1/16”
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Museum Longitudinal
Sections & North
Elevation
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1 North Elevation from Mall
Great Hall Exhibit
Entrance Hall
Auditorium
Elevation
Scale: 1/16”
2 West-East Longitudinal Section
Great Hall Exhibit
Entrance Hall
Auditorium
Section
Scale: 1/16”
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Museum Model
Photographs
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